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ABSTRACT

This technical report provides a concise overview of our systems
submitted to the DCASE Challenge 2023 for tasks 6a, ”Automated
Audio Captioning” (AAC), and 6b, ”Language-Based Audio Re-
trieval” (LBAR). In task 6a, we made four distinct submissions. The
first submission employed a standard CNN14 encoder paired with
a transformer decoder. In the second submission, we replaced this
encoder with a ConvNeXt model to enhance audio representation.
The third submission incorporated additional training data. We in-
troduced a new task embedding approach to differentiate between
different writing styles and audio types. Finally, in the fourth sub-
mission, we employed an ensemble method to combine five mod-
els trained on different seeds, aiming to improve the quality of the
captions. For task 6b, we use the AAC models and we propose
a novel approach to accomplish the LBAR task by leveraging the
AAC system loss function without requiring any additional training.
Our most successful AAC and LBAR systems achieved a SPIDEr-
FL score of 0.320 and an mAP@10 score of 0.269. These results
demonstrate relative improvements of 22.6% and 21.2% compared
to the AAC and LBAR baselines, respectively.

Index Terms— DCASE Challenge, audio captioning, text-to-
audio retrieval, ConvNeXt, task embedding, ensemble learning

1. INTRODUCTION

The Automated Audio Captioning (AAC) and Language-Based Au-
dio Retrieval (LBAR) tasks are multimodal tasks that use audio with
natural language descriptions. AAC aims to build systems that de-
scribed audio content, relations and attributes in a single sentence.
On the other hand, the LBAR task is focused on retrieve a specific
audio corresponding to a free-form description from a database of
audios. The DCASE2023 challenge tasks 6a and 6b proposed to
rank systems for these two audio-language tasks, and we propose to
submit a single AAC model that can achieve both tasks.

For the AAC task, we employ a standard encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture, with a pre-trained encoder for audio modelling and a
transformer decoder to generate our captions. To improve our sys-
tem, we added more data from other captioning datasets, add dif-
ferent data augmentations, improve beam search for inference and
add a task embedding to our model to help caption generation when
using different training datasets.

For the LBAR task, we proposed a novel strategy to rank audio
files for each query by computing the AAC model loss to score each
pair of audios and queries.

The source code will be available on GitHub 1 after the end of
the challenge.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we start by de-
scribing our systems and experimental setup, then we present and
comment the results in a second section, and we conclude in a last
section.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1. Architecture

To create a strong audio representation, we used the CNN14 pre-
trained architecture and weights 2 from Pretrained Audio Neural
Network [1] (PANN) in our first submission. Then, we replace this
encoder by the ConvNeXt [2] (CNext) model, a convolutional en-
coder originally created for image classification that we trained for
audio tagging on AudioSet [3]. The details of the ConvNeXt train-
ing setup for audio tagging are given in [?]. In both cases, we pre-
computed the frame-level embeddings of shape for each audio file
to speed up our training process. For an audio clip example of 10
seconds, we got a frame embedding of shape 768 × 31 with Con-
vNeXt and 2048× 31 with CNN14.

The frame-level embeddings are given to a projection block,
which maps the encoder features to the decoder part. More specif-
ically, this block is formed by a sequence of dropout of 0.5, Linear
layer, ReLU and dropout of 0.5.

The decoder part used is a standard transformer decoder archi-
tecture [4] with six decoder layers, four attention heads, a global
embedding dimension set to 256, a feedforward dimension of 2048,
a global dropout set to 0.2 and GELU [5] activation function.

2.2. Data augmentation

To improve model generalization and limit overfitting, we used
three different augmentation methods:

• mixup [6] is applied to audio frame embeddings and input word
embeddings with the hyperparameter α set to 0.4. Each embed-
ding is mixed with another one of the current batch.

• label smoothing [7] modifies target labels by reducing the max-
imal probability to limit the confidence of the model.

• SpecAugment [8] is applied to audio frame level embeddings,
with 6 stripes dropped of a maximal size of 4 for time dimen-

1https://github.com/Labbeti/dcase2023challenge-task6ab
2https://zenodo.org/record/3987831

https://github.com/Labbeti/dcase2023challenge-task6ab
https://zenodo.org/record/3987831
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sion and 2 stripes dropped with a maximal size of 2 for embed-
ding dimension.

2.3. Datasets

In our experiments, we used one audio tagging dataset and four
audio captioning datasets to train our systems.

AudioSet [3] (AS) is the largest publicly available audio tagging
dataset, containing 2M pairs of 10-seconds audio clips and sound
event classes. Like in almost all AAC systems, this dataset is used to
pre-train the audio encoder to overcome the lack of audio captioning
data.

Clotho [9] (CL) is an audio captioning dataset containing 6974
audio files between 15 and 30 seconds from the FreeSound web-
site. Each audio is described by five different captions, written and
corrected by humans to avoid grammatical errors and repetitions.

AudioCaps [10] (AC) is another audio captioning dataset con-
taining 51308 audio files from AudioSet labeled with captions.
Since original YouTube videos are removed, our version of the train
split contains 46230 pairs of audio-captions.

Multi-Annotator Captioned Soundscapes [11] (MA) is the third
audio captioning dataset containing 3930 files from the TAU Urban
Acoustic Scene 2019 dataset. Each file last for 10 seconds and is
described by at least 2 captions.

WavCaps [12] (WC) is a recent audio captioning dataset with
403050 pairs of audio-captions. The audio files are extracted from
four different sources: AudioSet Strongly labeled subset, BBC
Sound Effects, FreeSound and SoundBible websites, and the cap-
tions are post-processed by ChatGPT system.

The codebase used to download, read and extract data is named
aac-datasets and available as a Pip package 3.

2.4. Data selection and pre-processing

In all our experiments, we excluded all the FreeSound data from
WC since it contains a large overlap with CL (89%) and could also
contain overlap with the private subset used to rank submitted sys-
tems in the DCASE challenge. We also filtered all the audios files
which last for less than 0.5 seconds or more than 30 seconds.

The concatenation of the three additional audio captioning
datasets (AC+MA+WC) results in 167203 new training files. How-
ever, not all added files are seen during an epoch. At the beginning
of each epoch, we take the 3840 training files of CL and select ran-
domly another 3840 files from the AC+MA+WC datasets, which
results in 7680 audio training files per epoch.

Each audio file is resampled to 32kHz for MA and CL datasets.
Captions are put in lowercase, and punctuation characters are re-
moved. In addition, we fixed manually 996 invalid captions with
grammatical and typographic errors in the AudioCaps training sub-
set to improve train caption quality. When several references are
available for a single audio file, we select randomly one of them at
each epoch.

2.5. AAC Metrics

We used the five metrics required for the challenge to evaluate our
systems. In the following section, we named “candidate” the cap-
tion predicted by an automatic system and “reference” the ground
truth caption.

3https://pypi.org/project/aac-datasets/0.3.3/

METEOR [13] computes the harmonic mean of precision and
recall on the words of the candidate and reference. CIDEr-D [14]
corresponds to the cosine similarity of the TF-IDF scores for the
common n-grams in candidates and references. SPICE [15] is
equal to the F-score of the vectorized representation of the seman-
tic propositions extracted from the sentences using a dependency
parser and handcrafted grammar rules. SPIDEr [16] average the
CIDEr-D and SPICE scores to take into account both of their ad-
vantages. This metric is widely used to rank AAC systems.

We also used the FENSE metric [17], which computes the
cosine similarity between the sentence embedding produced by a
Sentence-BERT (SBERT) model combined with a fluency error de-
tector which penalize captions that contain grammatical, syntactical
errors or repetitions. The FENSE score of a sentence is equal to
SBERT similarity when no error is detected, but it is divided by ten
otherwise.

SPIDEr-FL 4 is a modification of SPIDEr proposed for the
DCASE2023 challenge and combines SPIDEr score with the flu-
ency error detector used in FENSE. This metric has been added
to penalize models that used reinforcement learning on CIDEr-D,
which usually leads to higher SPIDEr score but creates repetitive
n-grams in candidates [18].

The codebase used to compute all of these metrics is named
aac-metrics and available as a Pip package 5.

Table 1: Training and decoding hyperparameters.

Name Value

Nb. Epochs (K) 400
Batch size 512
Optimizer AdamW
Initial learning rate (lr0) 5 · 10−4

β1 0.9
β2 0.999
ϵ 10−8

Weight decay 2
Gradient clip norm value 1
Gradient clip norm type L2

mixup param. (α) 0.4
Label smoothing 0.2
Min prediction size 3
Max prediction size 40
Beam size 3

2.6. Task embedding

When we combined the captioning datasets listed in Section 2.3 for
training our models, we found that the performance was not always
better, and can even slightly decrease in some setups. This obser-
vation has already been seen before [20] and seems to indicate that
the audio and caption domains of these datasets are different. As an
example, the caption of CL are usually more diverse and complex
than in AC.

To overcome this issue, we propose to add a task embedding to
our models which encodes the dataset sources. More specifically,

4https://dcase.community/challenge2023/
task-automated-audio-captioning#evaluation

5https://pypi.org/project/aac-metrics/0.4.2/

https://pypi.org/project/aac-datasets/0.3.3/
https://dcase.community/challenge2023/task-automated-audio-captioning#evaluation
https://dcase.community/challenge2023/task-automated-audio-captioning#evaluation
https://pypi.org/project/aac-metrics/0.4.2/
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N° System Training data METEOR CIDEr-D SPICE SPIDEr SPIDEr-FL

- Cross-referencing N/A 0.305 0.903 0.231 0.567 0.563
- DCASE2023 Baseline CL 0.177 0.420 0.119 0.270 0.261
- DCASE2022 Top-1 [19] CL 0.186 0.513 0.126 0.320 N/A

1 CNN14-trans CL 0.179 0.414 0.126 0.270 0.269
2 CNext-trans CL 0.190 0.474 0.136 0.305 0.303
3 CNext-trans CL+AC+MA+WC 0.192 0.485 0.139 0.312 0.310
4 CNext-trans (ensemble) CL+AC+MA+WC 0.193 0.500 0.140 0.320 0.320

Table 2: Audio captioning results (Task 6a) on the development-testing subset of Clotho v2.1. Higher score is better. Reported values are the
best over 5 seeds, except for our ensemble system (4).

N° System Training data mAP@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

- DCASE2023 Baseline CL 0.222 0.130 0.343 0.480
- DCASE2022 Top-1 [19] CL+AC+MA 0.299 0.188 0.447 0.587

1 CNN14-trans CL 0.186 0.106 0.288 0.419
2 CNext-trans CL 0.231 0.140 0.353 0.483
3 CNext-trans CL+AC+MA+WC 0.257 0.160 0.384 0.512
4 CNext-trans (ensemble) CL+AC+MA+WC 0.269 0.169 0.399 0.523

Table 3: Audio retrieval results (Task 6b) on the development-testing subset of Clotho v2.1. Higher score is better. Reported values are the
best over 5 seeds, except for our ensemble system (4).

we used four new Begin-Of-Sentence tokens, each one correspond-
ing to a dataset (CL, AC, MA, WC). At training time, the token of
the audio/reference caption source is given to the decoder. During
inference, only the one corresponding to CL is used. A gain was
obtained with this technique, compared to a simple dataset concate-
nation. We believe these source tokens may help in recognizing the
audio events (that may be specific to a dataset source), and also in
producing sentences that follow the expected writing styles of the
CL dataset. This remains to be further studied.

2.7. Inference

We used the beam search algorithm to generate predictions during
inference. Our version of beam search computes prediction per
batch, which is much faster to generate and evaluate predictions
during validation at each epoch. We also added several constraints
to the beam search algorithm to forbid the model to predict the same
word twice in a sentence. Only the words given by the pre-defined
list of stop words of NLTK (like “the”, “and”, ...) can be repeated.
We also limit the minimal and maximal prediction size to avoid
some cases of degenerated candidates.

2.8. Hyperparameters

We select the best checkpoint over epochs using the FENSE valida-
tion score on the best beam search prediction since we found that it
is more stable than the loss, SPIDEr or CIDEr-D which are depen-
dent on the n-grams predicted in the candidates [21].

We detailed the optimization and inference hyperparameters
values in the table 1. The weight decay is not applied to the bias
weights of the network.

The learning rate is decreased during training at the end of each
epoch k using a cosine scheduler rule:

lrk =
1

2

(
1 + cos(

kπ

K
)
)
lr0 (1)

Before training, we pre-compute the frame-level audio embed-
dings to drastically speed up the captioning training phase. A single
experiment runs on three hours with CL only and on single V100
graphics card.

2.9. Using a captioning system for retrieval

To use an AAC system without any training for LBAR task, we sim-
ply compute the cross entropy loss for each pair of audio and query.
We believe that an AAC system should be able to give a higher loss
value for incorrect queries, despite not having been trained with a
contrastive loss. The decision rule to retrieval the best audio file
from an audio database A with a query q and an AAC system f is
given by the equation 2.

Decision(q,A, f) = argmina∈ACE(f(a, qprev), qnext) (2)

This method does not require any additional training to the
AAC model and could be tested with any traditional AAC system.
However, it can be slower than other retrieval system since we need
to run the decoder forward for each pair of audios and queries.

2.10. Ensemble methods

In order to fuse our system outputs over several seeds, we employ
different ensemble methods for each task. For the AAC task, we
use a modified version of beam search, where the next token relies
on the average logits of five models. For the LBAR task, we simply
compute the average of the losses given by each model to score each
pair of audio and query.
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3. RESULTS

The AAC results are shown in table 2 and the LBAR ones in Table 3.
We show our best of five seeds for each four submitted systems
score in each task, compared the baseline of this year and to the
best system of the previous year.

For the AAC task, the results show that our pre-trained encoder
is much better than CNN14 one and drastically improve the met-
rics scores from +0.034 absolute SPIDEr-FL points. Adding more
training data (1̃60K from AC+MA+WC compared to 3K from CL)
with the task embedding option only improve by +0.007 points. An
ensemble method of five models can improve even more, this score
by +0.010 points, and becomes equal to the best system submitted
last year for SPIDEr. However, the cross-referencing scores shows
that we can still improve our systems to generate real human-like
caption. We also noticed that the SPIDEr-FL and SPIDEr scores
are really close, which means the model does not produce a lot of
fluency errors.

For the LBAR task, we can see that the simple approach of
using the cross entropy loss already performs well with the CNN14-
trans system, and the scores are improved with the help of CNext,
the additional data and the retrieval ensemble method. It implies
that our AAC systems is able to achieve audio retrieval despite not
having trained for it.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this technical report, we presented our systems submitted to the
DCASE 2023 challenge, with the use of a new pre-trained encoder,
a task embedding method to help generation and a new way to
achieve the LBAR task with an AAC system and without additional
training. Further experiments could be done to deeply study the re-
lationship between AAC and LBAR tasks, and maybe exclusively
training the AAC system to discriminate audios files. We could also
study the task embedding option and how this affects the caption
generation and writing styles over the different datasets.
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